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from my mind. His face, which I once knew well, has already lost
some of its detail. I have come to believe that my memory of him
holds the last proof that he ever existed.
I met Mr. Jones on a sunny June day when I was in my early
twenties. A middle-aged gentleman, he stared back at me from a
lustrous silver plate. He looked as if he was sitting outdoors,
perhaps in a portable photographer's studio with a simple
backdrop. He was alone; no spouse, children, pets or props. The
light from the sky of 150 years ago reflected from him and formed
an image on the plate, to be perfectly preserved for over a century.
Mr. Jones was a small silver image held in an ornate, embossed
leather case. It had a brilliance and depth which has been lost by
the photographic processes of today and although I knew of
daguerreotypes, I had never seen one until that day at an antique
market.
I became interested in photography in my teens. Later, as I began
photographing people and then studying their images in the
darkroom, I became convinced that there were times when a piece
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oft amber light, the ghostly image appearing like magic.

ruck me most that day thirty years ago was the intensity with
Mr. Jones stared into the camera lens. He was looking at me
n expression of sadness and wisdom that spanned the
ions between us. It seemed as though his soul had been
d by the camera. I bought it without thinking twice.

d him Mr. Jones and in time he took up residence on the
above my desk. I never knew his hopes and dreams, whom
d and who loved him, where he was born or how he died,
r the years, his very presence gave me confidence. I saw
n though he and all those who knew him had been gone for
a century, his amazingly lifelike gaze brought him back to
ve my desk.

ny people, it wasn’t until mid-life that I began to confront my
ortality. Mr. Jones and I spent many a dark afternoon or
evening standing at the edge of the cliff wondering what
he abyss below. In some ways, he began to represent what I
most. All that he had become had been reduced to a
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he had been placed here? Was it accomplishment? Did he leave
monuments behind, now also fallen and gone? Was he here as a
precursor to the afterlife or was this just another life led in an eternal
merry-go-round of reincarnation? Perhaps it was just biology; he
had his time and now he was gone.
Time passed and took its toll on the daguerreotype. After many
years above my desk, Mr. Jones was looking old and worn. He had
endured several house moves, hundreds of sun-baked days and
years of changing seasons. The shiny silver plate had become
tarnished and was in need of a cleaning. One rainy afternoon my
daughter, Addie, and I were polishing silverware and I thought it
would be a good time to spruce up Mr. Jones. I suggested that silver
polish and a gentle burnishing would quickly bring him back to his
former lustrous self.
When the silver polish had dried and then been wiped off, we
stared down in shock. Mr. Jones was gone. The delicate silver
image was no match for the polish and he had disappeared. The
last vestige of Mr. Jones had departed leaving a small dark smudge
on the cleaning cloth.

st fears. Mr. Jones was perhaps my age in 1845, about fifty
ld. Any memory of his life here on earth had long since been
n. I had been the sole guardian of his remaining presence
w that too was gone. Was I also destined for this fate? Will
I am someday, like Mr. Jones, be trapped in a meaningless,
photo album, to be browsed through by some new
ion of antique seekers in the dusty corner of a shop
here?

d, hearing Mr. Jones' story, had quite a different take on his
aybe I had done Mr. Jones a favour. Perhaps his expression,
could never fully fathom, was actually an appeal to let him
his way. Was that what had happened in the few seconds it
remove Mr. Jones' image from the silver plate? Did we
his soul? Had he been freed from his purgatorial shrine
my desk and allowed to continue his journey?

asses. Beneath the trees outside my office window, the
s of September branches blend with those cast from the soft
tering down through a June sky. Years pass and come
r. Deep light from a July afternoon, the cool half light of the
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I look up and see it. Although Mr. Jones is gone, his former home,
sitting above my desk, is a constant reminder of the passage of
time, light and energy. Its silver face reflecting the low December
light onto the crossroads where I am standing.

shore. I feel the texture on my feet. Hard sand formed into ripple
patterns that come after days of unending waves. I wade out a long
way until the sand disappears and the water turns deep blue. There
is nothing beyond. As I approach the edge, the sand turns soft and I
am sliding down the underwater precipice.
I am nine. I cannot swim.
In the early 1950s, my dad was a young forester and worked for a
company that held the logging rights to the land south of Algonquin
Park in Ontario. It was on one of his survey trips that he came to
know of the lake, all but forgotten, with a couple of rustic cabins
once occupied by loggers on the unique sandy beach of its eastern
shore.
After my sister Anne and I were born, our family left that part of the
province and moved to the city but each July we returned to the lake
and spent many perfect, endless days on the beach. Clear and hot,
the sun always seemed just overhead. Hours spent in the water and
on the sand. The simple cabin with a hand water pump in the
kitchen, wood-fired stove and bunk beds. My mother sitting on
driftwood at the edge of the beach, always watching.

for the whole distance and then came to an abrupt end
it dropped off into the cold depths of the lake. When we
oung, the warnings from our parents about its dangers were
d carefully every year, every day; stay in close, don’t go
e drop-off.

got older we began to explore it, first in a home-made, glassed boat. By putting our faces up against the glass and
ding them with our hands, we could see down into the deep
ast the drop-off as we passed back and forth over the edge.
lean, bright sand to dark, murky bottom and back. We
red ancient sunken logs, clam trails, the occasional small fish
ol of minnows.

e years, we became braver and began tempting the drop-off
own. Standing on the edge, we gathered our courage and
out into the unknown, turning and splashing wildly to get
o the sure footing of the sand. The years brought us
nce and although swimming out over the edge became part
days, the drop-off always remained a mystery, a temptation,
place that I visited many times in dreams.

passed, but for the lake, our absence had been just the blink of an
eye. The beach was empty and although it had not changed, the
waning September light gave it a different quality. It took some time
for our memories to catch up with what we were seeing.
Remarkably, the cabin was still there. Although boarded up for the
winter, from a distance it looked just the same as it had decades
before.
The feel of the hard, rippled sand, the warmth of the water close to
the beach. I waded out as I had done many times in my dream and
then I was there. The drop-off was just as it had been. As I came
closer, the water grew colder, the sand less firm. I now understood
why I was there. I had come back to the lake to retrieve some of
what I had left there years before. My youthful energy, optimism
and strength. But ultimately perhaps it was courage that I was
looking for.
I felt strongly that the lake had somehow held these for me during
my time away and I just needed to ask for them back. I stood on the
edge of the drop-off for a long time, balancing between the warm
sandy beach behind me and the cold, dark and welcoming
unknown before me.

wore as kids. There is a small photograph of me, printed
bric and sewn into a corner of the quilt. It shows me that day
ake, poised at the edge of the drop-off. At first glance, I seem
a look of hesitation in the way I stand. Part of me wanting
e back to the safety of the beach. The other wanting to know
s beyond; just a simple, slow dive out into the depths beyond
p-off. But it’s more than that. When I look closely, the expression
ace, even in the September light, shows that the lake has given
k what I had left behind and now needed.
y. I am swimming.

said. At some point it was used as a storage facility by the school
district but ultimately it was vacated and stood empty for a number
of years. In time it was converted into eight residential apartments
on four floors. I had known the building for years and watched with
considerable interest as it was brought back to life, thinking that I
might live there one day.
As a child, Dorothy lived in the neighborhood and had attended
public school there in the 1920s. When the renovation was
complete, she sold her house and was the first person to move in.
She had lived there for six years before I arrived.
When I came to the building, it was Dorothy who showed me the
ropes of condominium life and in time we became friends. She was
an articulate and interesting story teller so I would often visit her
apartment and encourage her to talk about her life, her family and
in particular her experiences as a student in our building, eighty
years before.
In different ways, this place was a sanctuary for us both. For
Dorothy it was a refuge at the end of her life. For me, a place to
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long after moving in, I felt that I had found it. A place of
and hope.

was the oldest resident in our small building and I the
st. She lived two floors above me, in what used to be the old
nd science room, while I was in the room once used to teach
conomics. Our suites shared the same layout. When I visited
it was like being in my own apartment but with different
and furniture. The views from the windows showed the
l cityscapes, Dorothy's from just a slightly higher perspective.
lel dimension that I stepped into on my visits upstairs.

enjoyed talking about the old days at the school. Stories
her teachers and friends, about different events that had
ed in the very spot where she now lived. What she wore,
ey played, the brightness of the sunlight coming in the big
ws on the south side of the building. She talked about going
or lunch just two streets over and the distant sound of the
of the children in the schoolyard as she walked back. She
bered when the now ancient maples in front of the building
en planted on Arbor Day, 1922. Gnarly and fragile, one
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I came to treasure living in a building where generations of children
had sat and learned, grown up, and in some ways had also taken
refuge. Outside on the walls here and there were names and initials
scratched into the brick and preserved as if they had just been
made the week before. "KR loves RG." "Thomas and Maggie
forever." Romances that had blossomed and ended almost a century
before.
I had been ill and one winter needed to undergo chemotherapy. I
spent many long days lying on the couch in the living room. It was
in a corner of the building with large windows on both sides. On
sunny days I could bask in warmth as the sun traveled from one side
of the room to the other through the afternoon. The hours passed as
I watched the clouds change colour.
I had always had a strong sense of the children that for decades
had learned in this room, in this school. Something of them had
been left behind. It was during this time that I came to draw on their
strength, their youthful energy. Their optimism and hope. Their
voices were in the walls.

I returned, things with Dorothy had changed. Macular
ration had taken her eyesight but she continued to live
ndently, making her way around her familiar apartment by
y and touch. She told me that during the day she could
mes see dim patches of light where her windows were.

t the distraction of sight, Dorothy’s sense of everything else
her became more acute. The murmuring of neighbors, the
and groans of our old building and the stillness around her.
I imagined Dorothy feeling her way through her own
ry, it was not difficult for me to understand. Two floors down,
d through the same rooms, followed the same hallways,
the same corners and walls.

at was to be our last visit, Dorothy had asked me upstairs to
hand with something she could not see to do. We sat and
for a while. On this day, she reflected on spending the last
her life in the place from which she had started and how
ing that was for her.

did. Instead she talked about how she valued the memories of all
her old friends and teachers, about feeling close to them now.
The afternoon drifted on. The sun moved and cast hard shadows
over the rooms that Dorothy could no longer see. She was quiet for
a moment and had closed her eyes, feeling the warm October sun
coming through the windows. After a time she turned toward me
and quietly said, "I hear their voices everywhere."

and have thought about her off and on for over forty years. Yet we
never exchanged a word.
When I was nineteen, I had been travelling for a number of months
and needed a place to settle and earn some money before

continuing on my way. At Christmas time I was in the south of
England, in Surrey. I felt so much at home there that I decided to
stay for the winter and found a room to rent in a remote country

house near Wotton. The village was no more than a scattering of
houses and a pub, a few miles from a larger town where I could

find work. From the bus stop in the village, it was a hike across field
and forest on footpaths to the farmhouse where I lived.
That winter I worked in a drug store. Wearing a vinyl “Superdrug”

vest, I stocked shelves and assisted customers. The day would drag

on but at 5p.m. sharp, the front door was locked, the floor mopped,
and I would be free. I passed by the post office looking for mail
from home and then on to the bus depot where I caught my ride out
to the country.

e were exchanging glances and warm smiles. As the days
n the weeks passed, although we had not even said hello,
as a connection, a mutual understanding that seemed to be
etween us. A meeting of the souls without ever speaking a

got off at a stop that led down a picturesque country road.
ucked into a gently sheltered valley below the Surrey Hills.
were set irregularly along the road; small vegetable gardens
ow in back yards. A chicken coop here and there. As she
out and walked away, the bus drove on. I never knew
ouse she lived in.

I had to move on, there were other places I wanted to see
returning home. Yet Surrey had indelibly touched me and I
believed that someday I would return to live there for an
d time. Back in Canada however, my life developed its own
um, one thing leading to the next. School, job,
ge, children, grandchildren and too soon I found myself in
es thinking about youthful ideas never realized; wanting to

Sometimes it’s not until years later that we can be objective about
what going one direction or another would have meant, how our
lives may have changed in the most fundamental ways. Happiness
or sadness, success or failure, even life or death.
I had thought about the girl occasionally over the years. At times
she became the symbol of things left undone, chances not taken,
opportunities ignored. She also came to represent a time in my life
when I was totally carefree, had no responsibilities, no obligations.
Something I was never to have again.
Forty-five years later I returned to Surrey. In town, the drugstore
was still there, now transformed into a boutique selling expensive
cosmetics. It was hard to cross the High Street for the traffic. I took
my old bus route toward Wotton, intending to visit the house where
I had spent that long ago winter. However, as we approached the
road where the girl had lived, I abruptly got up and asked the
driver to let me off at the next stop.

rs. I walked up the road until the houses petered out and the
nded at a farmer’s field. Somewhere between the main road
s point was where she had lived.

mind, she had remained a nineteen-year-old beauty while I
come a husband, a father, a grandfather. I did not know if
had any connection to this place, she may have left decades
she may be living in one of the houses still. But that didn’t
I did not come back to find the girl; I came back to find a
myself.

ways she had come to embody all the missed opportunities
ife where a path has remained untraveled; a mystery with
n potential. The life unexplored, the idealized relationship
ways worked, the perfect love never attained. Standing on
ad, in that place, I recognized that all of those things were
. The life I have lived is unique and it is mine, sculpted by all
hs I have chosen over time. It leaves nothing to regret or wish

to Wotton. Although she had no idea that this was the last time we
would see one another, as the bus was slowing down for her stop,
she passed up the aisle to the door and her hand briefly rested on
my shoulder. I instinctively reached out to her but she was already
gone.
Stepping off the bus, she unloosed her hair into the early spring
breeze and walked briskly away. I looked back through the bus
window as we drove off. The light from that March afternoon sun
cast a moving shadow of her onto the hedgerow at the side of the
road, which I watched until she was out of sight.

glass and behind that, a small lobby. I check my note. This is the
building — 312 Adelaide Street. I have been given a key which I
have in my hand. It is for the door to a space in the building that I
think might work as a studio. As an optimistic 25 year old, I boldly
think that I can make a living from photography and animation
camerawork.
Through the doors and straight ahead of me is an open elevator. I
step in and meet a short, stout, elderly man sitting on a piano stool
in the front of the car. A bare light bulb hangs from a cord
overhead. A small portable fan sits on the floor pushing a stream of
hot air toward him. He wears grey wool trousers, a dingy,
sleeveless undershirt and a small straw fedora. The heat of the day
seems to have seeped into the bowels of the building, into the core
of the elevator shaft. Sweat drips from under his hat and rolls down
his face. His arm is draped over a polished brass lever with “up”
and “down” embossed at either ends of its path. We look at one
another, I say hello and he eyes me suspiciously. In a heavy Eastern
European accent, he asks me where I am going. “Sixth floor please,
I’m looking at a rental space there,” and I open my hand to show
him the key. Without looking away, he shuts the solid outer doors,
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tor hums loudly from above, there are creaks from turning
the noise of cables and counterweights passing by. As he
he door on the 6th floor, he says that his name is Jack and to
m when I am ready to leave.

ace is empty and wide open. Large windows fill the south
ooding the area with a wonderful soft light. Some of them
een opened, providing a welcome breeze. I see the markings
loor where industrial sewing machines had been lined up in
anks of florescent lights and electrical drop cords are evenly
throughout the space.

ys before, the former tenant was operating here. I can
e the workers at their machines. I feel the heat, hear the noise
motors, taste the fabric dust in the air. Today it is silent except
distant traffic noise below on Adelaide Street. I sit on a chair
s been left behind and try to imagine this as a busy studio. I
that it will take more time and money than I have budgeted
omplete the transformation. However, I have been seduced
light in this place and persuade myself that I can make it

I needed to build two separate areas, one for a darkroom and one
where I would install my animation camera. The camera was large,
complex, and needed a dedicated area where I could film graphic
sequences and special effects.
As the work progressed, I met some of the other tenants in the
building and got to know the area better. Adelaide Street, between
Spadina and University Avenues, was home to the garment industry,
textile warehouses, typesetters, film and photography labs and print
shops. Some businesses dated from the 1920s when that part of
Adelaide transitioned from a residential and commercial street to an
industrial area.
I also came to know Jack better. Now in his eighties, he had come
to Canada from Poland in the 1930s and had worked in several of
the clothing factories along Adelaide Street for much of his adult
life. Jack was not prepared to leave the street when he retired. All of
his friends were here, a community of men who had worked
together much of their lives. So when the opportunity came up, he
became the elevator operator at 312. I imagine the pay was
modest, but he was not concerned about the money, he wanted to
get out of the house, to be among friends.

ants, clothing stores and boutiques sprang up and it became
y place to be. The popularity spread to the surrounding
ncluding Adelaide, and as a result, business taxes and rents
ncreasing. Dressmakers, furriers and others in the garment
o longer needed to be downtown. They could get much less
ve and more convenient industrial facilities in the suburbs.
moved out and space in the buildings became available,
as an opportunity for film, photo and graphic art studios to
ome close to downtown.

d the other half of my side of the 6th floor with an
erer. Avi had occupied that part of the building for decades.
o assistants had been with him almost as long. I built the
om partially along our adjoining wall and for a few weeks
construction, it was often open into Avi’s space. He would be
short distance away and always enjoyed talking to me as
ked, often kidding around as if I was the new guy learning
es — and I was. Between Avi and Jack, I was schooled on
kings of the building, the other tenants, and the street.

doorman, receptionist, confidant and disseminator of news in the
building. As I slowly built up a small clientele, Jack quickly became
acquainted with everyone that came and went from my studio.
When I left to go somewhere he would ask when I would be back
so he could let people know. When I returned, Jack would pass on
any messages that had been left.
Like much of the machinery used by the trades on Adelaide at that
time, there was nothing automatic about Jack’s elevator. Jack
considered himself an elevator pilot, guiding his machine through
the shaft with speed and accuracy. When he prepared to arrive at a
floor, he knew just when to slow the machine and glide to a perfect
stop. A tremor in the brass lever as the car slowed, a familiar noise
in the pulleys as he approached a certain floor, a slight bump as he
came up to another. These were his subtle cues. He prided himself
on making level landings on all floors. If he ever had to say, “Mind
the step,” he considered it a personal failure.
Jack and his elevator were an example of the connection between
man and machine that has been refined over decades. On
Adelaide, industrial sewing machines, complex looms, and die
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o complex to follow. Watching craftsmen at work with their
saw the value and respect they held for their machines.

nized a similar connection between myself and my animation
. Over years of use, my hands had memorized every
every texture of its surface, every nuance of its operation. I
ware of the slightest altered sound of the shutter, the smallest
on in a stepper motor. My hands, my body, had assimilated
operation of the machine. An indelible bond had formed
n us; the camera had become an extension of me.

ate fall, a cold wind would often funnel down Adelaide
Some days there would be an overnight frost, perhaps a light
g of snow in the morning. When I arrived, Jack would be
preoccupied. The elevator was cold. In place of his summer
k had a small electric heater which he set up beside his stool
his hands warm. We would head up, then between floors
ould pull the lever back and we would come to a stop. I
stand looking at him expectantly, he would look back at me
clare, “Winter is our neighbor.” This was not weather small
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forward, and we would continue up.
Stopping mid-floor was not unusual. Whenever Jack had something
important to tell me, he would stop in the privacy of the elevator
shaft. The winter warning was also not unique. It would happen
every fall at the first sign of cold weather. Initially, “Winter is our
neighbor” struck me as somewhat whimsical for Jack. But it was
always expressed in a prophetic way, a warning more than a
comment. I came to imagine him growing up somewhere in the
steppes of Poland, where winters were particularly harsh and for the
unprepared, life threatening. Perhaps this first taste of winter
brought back memories, fears.
Ten years after I had moved to Adelaide, the digital age arrived in
earnest and was affecting trade after trade along the street. The
machines that were used in the garment industry, graphic arts, and
printing were being adapted for computer control. With computers
interjected between the craftsmen and their machines, much of the
skill and judgment that had once been so valued was no longer
needed.

ny that had occupied the ground floor of our building had
ankrupt. Over the course of a week, as the space was
out, seemingly endless trays of metal headline type crashed
iting dumpsters parked in front of the building. From my 6th
ndow, I could watch the activity below. I recognized several
ypesetters from the shop standing on the sidewalk across the
Dazed and lost, they watched as the bins were filled.
ca, Futura, Baskerville and Times; fonts now worth nothing
han the metal from which they were originally cast. The
linotype machines that took molten lead and transformed it
rfect rows of text for newspaper and book publication were
up with sledgehammers and followed the fonts to the bins.
was no longer any value in this old craft, the tools that it used
men that set type. In time, the space occupied by the men
ir machines was divided equally between a new restaurant
and an upscale clothing store.

eard about the new ownership of our building from Jack in
our private elevator shaft talks. A man named Mr. Gotleib
rchased the building and Jack was quite agitated. He told
Gotleib had a bad reputation on Adelaide Street, was a
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significantly and then provided inadequate management. Looking
away, Jack quietly added that there were rumours that Gotleib
would replace the elevator with an automatic model.
Although he made no mention of it, Jack’s angst made me wonder if
he and Gotleib may have had a run-in sometime in the past. As he
had predicted, every tenant was informed of the higher prices to
come at the end of their leases. I felt the tension at 312 gradually
build. When the new owner was in the building, everyone was on
edge. Some of the older tenants had confrontations with Gotleib;
many left. Jack was quiet and anxious for weeks.
One morning I was coming in from an errand and Jack was not in
the elevator. This happened occasionally and I sat on Jack’s stool to
wait. Normally, if he didn’t show up shortly, I would walk upstairs.
However, I heard loud voices from the janitor’s room down the hall
and went around the corner to see what was happening.
In the corridor, I saw that it was Jack’s voice I had been hearing. He
was a gentle man and over the years I had never seen him angry.
Outside the janitor’s room, short, pudgy Jack was shouting at
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back against the corridor wall. Jack uttered a final shocking
urned abruptly and walked away. I briefly caught his arm as
sed me, but he pulled away and kept walking, his face an
ttable picture of anger and contempt. Carrying his lunch pail
at, he continued through the lobby and out the front doors.

he building janitor, took over elevator duties that day. He let
w that Gotleib had arrived unexpectedly and met with Jack
anitor’s room. He told Jack that he had decided to put in an
tic elevator, and he was no longer needed. Gotleib prided
on being a pragmatic businessman. For him it was simple;
matic elevator would be cheaper in the long run. He saw no
alue in Jack, so he had to go. For Jack, his life had suddenly
evocably changed. His work, his friends on Adelaide, his
n the world, had all been abruptly taken from him. For weeks
nued to hope that Jack would turn up one day to say
e, but I never saw him again.

departure marked the end of an era for the tenants in the
g. In a way, Jack had held our community of diverse
ses and generations together. With Peter now at the helm of
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considered him Gotleib’s lackey. He spent as little time as possible
at the controls of the elevator and walking upstairs became the
norm.
Under Gotleib’s ownership, 312 was destined for gentrification. The
last of the garment trade businesses were pushed out. A new
generation of young people moved in and transformed the vacant
spaces into residential lofts. Avi, my long-time neighbour told me
that he was behind in his rent, Gotleib had made it too costly to stay
on. Avi locked the door to his workshop one Friday afternoon and
never came back. His space was cleared out and divided into three
expensive lofts. In just a few months, the character of the building
changed.
Along with new tenants came an infestation of cockroaches. It was
subtle at first but before long, they had overtaken the building.
Arriving in the morning, the darkroom developing trays would be
filled with scores of drowned roaches. When meeting clients, out of
the corner of my eye I was occasionally distracted by a large
cockroach making its way up the wall beside us. I would quickly
focus the client’s attention on our work until the roach had
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o, a flood of cockroaches swarmed out and scurried away.
ad been jammed in the phone so tightly that the ringer had
uted.

ime to move. Like the rest of Adelaide Street, our industry
olving. Film was being replaced by video; photography was
ning to digital imaging. Graphics and animation produced
were no longer in demand. Computer generated effects had
heir place. Up and down the street, the old order of things
ng unrecognizably changed by new technologies.

mation camera I had used for over a decade had become
e. I now understood the confusion of the linotype operators
d watched from the street as their business was dismantled.
ands reflexively searched for controls that no longer existed.
ay of working, their way of thinking, were irreversibly tied to
ology that had disappeared. I could not abide the idea of
ng the animation camera. I put it into storage with the
that one day it might be resurrected. But old technologies
come back, they are forgotten, ultimately becoming
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I stayed at 312 for another few months, just long enough to see the
new elevator installed and running. A sterile and characterless
machine, like all new technologies it required a period of
adjustment for apparatus and passenger alike. On a number of
occasions, panicked cries for help would drift up the elevator shaft
informing us that yet another client or tenant had been trapped in
the new machine. Jack would not have approved.
I don’t get into the city much anymore. However, when I do, I
occasionally find myself making a detour onto Adelaide Street to
pass by 312, always pausing to take a quick look into the lobby.
Today, there is a cold wind coming down the street from the east
and I go in through the polished doors to warm up for a moment.
The lobby has had yet another renovation since I was last inside. I
look at the directory and see that the company names are now
exclusively hi-tech enterprises, real estate firms and corporate
offices. The residential lofts that had pushed us out years before,
have in turn mostly moved on to make way for this new generation
of tenants.

hadow; a figure in the corner of the car sitting on a piano
ands held just above a glowing radiant heater. I am tempted
in, but in the moment I hesitate, the doors close. The image is
he elevator heads up.

utside, I continue along Adelaide. I see some snowflakes in
d. Over the years, on days like today, when a frigid fall
atches me unprepared on a downtown street, I have never
o think of Jack and quietly whisper his solemn warning,
is our neighbor.”

The mother sits on a wicker chair with the younger children in front
and the older ones standing behind. The youngest girl, sitting off to
the left, is my grandmother. I have often studied their faces and
always been amazed at how the character in my grandmother’s
face had already been formed at the age of seven or eight.
Although we didn’t meet until decades later, I would have easily
recognized her from this picture.
They are posed formally in front of a brick Victorian farmhouse, the
front porch curved in the way that was the style of the time. It
appears to stand on a knoll, a flagstone path leads up to the front
door. Behind them at the base of the house are gardens. It must
have been a day in early May as Lily-of-the-Valley appear to be
blooming in patches around the foundation.
In 1915, several years after the picture was taken, the area around
my grandmother's farm was flooded to create Lake Eugenia, as a
reservoir for the hydro company. Although the house site was never
under water, after the flood the farm became an island and the
family was moved off and resettled. The farm was accessible only
by boat and rarely visited. The house and the barn were torn down
and in time the memories of the homestead faded.

ed for many years on Willard Avenue in Toronto. She had a
ho became my mother and by the time I was born, she was
own, a widow at fifty.

h I knew her as an independent city woman, when pressed,
ma occasionally told us grandchildren stories of her
od on the homestead "up in the country." She talked about
ng wild leeks in the spring as they were the first fresh green
e family had to eat since the previous fall. She told us that
s the one in charge of the gardens around the house and the
g of Lily-of-the-Valley, her favourite flower. She said their other
was “Ladders-to-Heaven," something I didn’t understand at the
What Grandma didn’t talk about was the flood. How it would
een to watch as the world she had known gradually
ear. The fields, the trees, the places she played as a child,
der water forever.

dren, my sisters and I spent quite a bit of time “up in the
” visiting relatives; the great aunts and uncles that had all
nearby. The lake and the surrounding area had remained the
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to me.
For many years, the photograph and the image of Grandma’s face,
had invited me to the island. One long spring evening, twenty-five
years after Grandma died, I canoed out to the old farmstead. I
found a landing place, made my way through thick brush and
overgrowth and found the rows of ancient maples which once lined
the old concession road. The road led to a forgotten laneway that
ended at a broken flagstone walkway. The old house was long
gone; all that remained was an indentation in the ground showing
where it had once been.
I have always felt that when the houses we live in are gone, the
essence of the people that once lived in them, their memories, lie in
the foundations. In the stones, in the ruins. This wasn’t a visit to a
strange place, it was about reaching out to my past.
I had brought the photograph with me and as I stood in front of the
old foundation, I positioned myself at the same spot where it had
been taken a hundred years before. Holding the picture out in front
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a. The dimple of the foundation now replaced by an ornate
n house. The pathway leading up through small locust
s to where I stood.

few moments, I spanned a century; two dimensions turned
ee. My grandmother was a girl of seven, standing with her
now looking at me. A soft breeze stirred her hair. She spoke
n a quiet way and I knew why I had come.

the fragrance that brought me back. I let the picture drop
The saplings became the twisted old black locust trees
g above me. The homestead disappeared. Below and
me I now saw what I hadn’t noticed before. The Lily-of-thehat Grandma had planted as a child had spread out from
ndation for as far as the eye could see. I was standing in
ma’s gift. Ladders-to-Heaven, their small white blooms
g a subtle scent into the spring air that left me longing for
.

farm in Southern Ontario. The sun is high, it looks like a hot July
afternoon. I approach the camera with some hesitation, probably
being directed by a voice off screen. I am dressed from head to toe
in cowboy gear. Vest, chaps and a hat. Pearl handled six-shooters
at my side in a rhinestone encrusted holster. And around my neck,
flapping in the breeze, a red bandana with white stars.
Before getting close enough to make out the details of my face, the
shot abruptly cuts to a scene of my four sisters on a forgotten beach
from my childhood. They stand knee deep in the water, a long way
from shore, waving to the camera, preserved perfectly for decades
on 8mm movie film.
When my father was about to turn eighty, as part of our family
celebration, I organized thirty years of family films and transferred
them from 8mm movie film to digital files. I found that I was quite
familiar with them from many family viewings over the years;
Christmas mornings, birthday parties, trips to the beach, graduations,
first dates, first cars, the biggest storm, the fastest race.

otographs with motion added almost as an afterthought.
onally my mother would take the camera, and everything
change. Amongst the sometimes wild camerawork, there
ten short, insightful glimpses into the family in a more candid
ometimes we patiently sat through long, awkward, badly
ed shots or the extreme close-up of her eye as she looked
lens, checking to see if the camera was still running.

t of the transfer process, my parents spent a couple of
ons with me recording narration for the films as we viewed
emories of the past. There were some regretful tones as they
and happiness too, but also a clear affirmation that what they
the screen was the reality of those years.

e of these afternoons, as they watched and I recorded, we
o the shot of me as a young cowboy. As the scene
sed, Dad said, “That has stars on it, that bandana…that’s
I had as a kid." I hadn’t known this but at some point I
e Dad passed it on to me just as I had passed it on to my
ns when they inevitably became cowboys.

Dad would set up the screen and projector. We would all take our
places, the lights would go off and we would see the events of the
last number of months flash by us in three and a half minutes. There
would always be at least one replay of the film and on particularly
amusing scenes there would often be a projector reverse and
replay, with much accompanying laughter. The new film was usually
followed up by a screening of two or three other films from earlier
on, so in time we knew them all very well.
As I edited and watched over and over, I gradually realized that
many memories from my childhood were not actual memories, but
memories of films; the home movies Dad had shot and we had seen
many times as we grew up. No wonder my childhood seemed
idyllic. Smiling, happy faces, waving to the camera from a perfect
world in which only good things happened. My cowboy days are
remembered, not because I actually remember them but because
they have been recorded on thin strips of film which I have seen so
often they have now become my truth of the past.

he highlights, not the reality that lies beneath the world we
the screen. As with most home movie-makers, we chronicle
py events which seem meaningful at the time, but when we
ack, it is usually the things that happened between the
hts that have the real importance, the real meaning in our

ars later, all that remains of my cowboy days is preserved on
iles. Those and the red bandana. It sits folded in a drawer of
k. Approaching eighty years old, it has always been with
day it is well worn with ragged edges, having now been
y three generations of cowboys. Other than the movies, it is
tangible thing that proves that I was once a cowboy, a child.
nce in a while I take it out and unfold it to its full size and
up as if in a light breeze. A fading red background filled
ite stars.

dating from the 1860s. On a December afternoon Susan and I
drove to Pearl Street and stopped in front of the house to admire its
remarkable features. A woman came hesitantly out onto the front
porch and asked if we were the Johnstons. She explained that she
was the real estate agent and was waiting to show them through the
house. She went on to ask if we had some interest and would we
like to come through? "Of course," I said, and we were welcomed
in. The Johnstons arrived shortly afterwards and the agent became
occupied with them, giving us the opportunity to explore on our
own, visiting each room I had once known so well.
In the last years of my marriage, the thing I most yearned for was to
have a partner with whom I could talk. Any kind of conversation
with my wife was so convoluted and chaotic that I longed for
discussion that was rational and followed a logical path. An
exchange of thoughts, a dialogue between adults. In the end, I
recognized that was never going to happen and I left the marriage,
moving to a condominium in town.

ilia, but most people who knew her called her Em. A lawyer
ny years, she had a grounded rationality and articulateness
mediately caught my attention. As it turned out, she was a
our, living just around the corner on Pearl Street.

d I struck up a friendship over a couple of months that fall,
nally meeting for a walk in the evening and gradually
to know one another better. One day she asked me if I
ake a look at a light fixture that had shorted out at her home.
lways been impressed by her unique house and was quite
ed in seeing inside.

y Pearl Street on a Saturday morning. Em was keen to give me
and I realized as we went from room to room, that I was a
n a private museum. Em was a collector. A collector of fine art
ects; Moorcroft pottery, paintings, antique jade, Inuit sculpture,
ugs and furnishings. As I spent more time at Pearl Street, I saw
wded as it was, when new pieces arrived, they were always
modated. A sculpture shifted slightly to make room for another,
r row of paintings added to a wall. Em had lived alone in the
or many years, and the collections had gradually grown to fill
ce that might otherwise have been occupied by a family.

more. In time however, a further closeness developed, and I had an
opportunity to see and understand Em in a more intimate and
vulnerable light. Sometimes when we truly got to the core, there
were tears. Tears of loneliness, fear and disappointment. These were
the vulnerabilities that were so carefully hidden by the strength and
confidence that Em portrayed to the world outside her museum.
One room in the house was not devoted to collections. It was an
upstairs bedroom that Em kept for the young daughter of a man with
whom she had once been in a relationship. It had been over for
some time, but the room remained just as it was when the girl had
been a regular visitor. Em told me that she and the girl remained
close and that she was expecting her to visit soon. In my time with
Em, the girl never did come to Pearl Street and I began to think of
the room as a shrine. A shrine to the girl and to the children that Em
never had.
I had an upright piano to which I was sentimentally attached. I
learned the basics of playing in my thirties and when my family
home was sold, there was no place for it to go. Em kindly offered to
take it in and found a place for it in her formal parlour where it
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hile she cleared up. Although I only knew a handful of
I think the sound of the piano coming from the rarely used
made Em feel that the house was filled with life.

re a couple for a year and a half. Over that time, I came to
ze that rationality and articulateness were not all that I
d in a relationship. I had been distanced from my marriage
g enough that I had become more objective about what I
eeded. My time with Em had further defined that. Although
ked at length, we ultimately did not share a common
ge. After a year, I began to recognize that the relationship
going to last. I felt we lacked a soulful connection, one that
sustain us in the long term. In the final few months, in ways
id not fully recognize at the time, I began distancing myself
m.

one June morning I walked over to the house on Pearl Street
t with Em in her parlour. Being as gentle yet clear as
e, I told her that our relationship was over.

possible. I knew this was not going to happen and continued to be
clear about my feelings. Eventually Em’s anger turned to
acceptance. I had moved on and in time she did too.
In the years that followed, we stayed in touch, usually just a couple
of times a year, sometimes more. We kept up with news of our
families, mutual friends and events in our lives. However, I did not
see Em face to face until many years later when we ran into one
another in the waiting room of a dental office. Em was just the same
and we had a comfortable and pleasant visit. However, it was cut
short as we both had places to be. We agreed to meet up for coffee
at some point soon; but that never happened. This was the last time
I saw Em.
One fall day I received an email from Em telling me that she had
some devastating news. She had been in the hospital for some time
and had ultimately been diagnosed with a relatively rare form of
cancer. A carcinoma had spread through most of her abdomen. It
was clear that Em was seriously ill, and short of a miracle, her
remaining time was going to be measured in months.

hospital in Toronto, she wrote that her consult had ended
doctor telling her that she needed to get her affairs in order,
was sent home to die. Em was angry. This was not part of
n. She was determined that she would beat this disease. I felt
advice from the Princess Margaret doctor was meant to be
sionate. Now was the time for acceptance; for taking time to
to grieve and to say goodbyes.

s in unrelenting and often uncontrollable pain. She tried
herapy, investigated clinical trials, and in her last weeks
arrangements for immunotherapy. She had to use private
nces to take her to infusion appointments. Sometimes those
be cancelled as the pain would not allow her to move from
d. It became clear that Em needed the help of a dedicated
caregivers that hospice could best provide.

o imagine how Em had made this decision. Going to hospice
mitting defeat, giving up the fight and recognizing that she
ing to die. For Em it had to have been a significant turning
hope giving way to acceptance. Leaving Pearl Street would
een particularly poignant. Em was saying goodbye to the
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enjoyment of objects. They had faithfully stood by her in ways that
people had not.
Leaving her sanctuary for the last time, regardless of her pain, Em
would not be carried out on a stretcher but had to be sitting up. She
needed to depart with dignity and poise, control and decorum
intact. On a January day, while Susan and I were on the other side
of the country, Em’s family sent me a note saying that she had died,
just several days after she had gone into hospice.
Over the next year I often thought about Em with regret. Regret that I
had not been more persistent in seeing her over those last few
months. I had suggested I come by for a visit but was not invited. I
had wanted to thank her. I wanted her to know that our time
together had been meaningful and important to me. Em was a
transitional figure in my life. Someone who helped me better
understand how relationships help us grow. She showed me that we
are always learning and sometimes that comes at the cost of the
pain we cause others. Under her outer strength, Em had a gentle,
fragile and trusting soul where the wounds of lost relationships
gathered.

n intricate Victorian wallpaper she admired. The stain on the
floor where the cats were fed. The faded outlines on the
where her paintings hung. I hadn’t been in the house for
wenty years, but it was just as I remembered it. Unchanged
hat it was now empty, the collections gone.

end, Em had made a decision to leave it up to others to
le her museum. It was eventually dispersed at auctions and
urchased by like-minded collectors, aficionados, and artifact
. Each taking with them a piece of Em, someone they never

nstons have gone to the backyard to look around. Susan is
to the agent. I wander into the parlour and stand in the
my piano once occupied. It all feels just the same. Afternoon
omes in through a frosted window, a hot water radiator
hear the sound of the bell from a knife sharpener‘s cart as it
ts way down Pearl Street.

bout a spring evening toward the end of our time together. I was
the piano, playing one of my favourite hymns, "The Doxology."
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paused and then as if on cue, began to sing in a strong voice;
"Praise God, from whom all blessings flow...." I had never heard
Em sing, nor had I ever accompanied a singer on the piano. And
for that brief time, I felt that at last we had a moment of true
connection.
Standing in the parlour, even after these many years, I still hear
"The Doxology." The familiar notes of the piano and Em’s voice
echo timelessly through the empty rooms of the house on Pearl
Street.

It was his memorial plaque, one of more than a million that were
sent to the families of fallen Commonwealth soldiers after the First
World War. At the time, it was popularly called a “Dead Man’s
Penny” as it resembled a very large, heavy coin. It is embossed with
the name of my great-uncle William, who was killed in Northern
France on a September morning in 1918, just 45 days before the
end of the war.
The plaque was sent to my great-grandparents in Wiarton, Ontario.
In time it went to my grandfather, was passed on to my father and
eventually it came to me. Until then, it had been kept shrouded in
various dresser drawers for almost a century.
I felt it needed a more prominent setting and it took up a place on
my desk. Because of its size and weight, it had the job of holding
down the minutiae of my life; papers, bills and reminders that would
otherwise be scattered everywhere. Although dead for almost 100
years, in some way William now oversees the things that I need to
attend to. I see his name every day; the plaque is a constant
reminder of the value of time, the meaning of loss.

onto a postcard, yellowed by time and fragile. It is the only
hat remains of him. He is handsome in his uniform, standing
y and looking past the camera into the distance. In his face, I
ze my grandfather, William’s older brother, who did not go
I placed the picture in a frame and over the past year,
has been a silent companion at my desk.

months leading up to the centenary of William’s death, I
ably began to feel a call to be there, at the site of the battle
ok his life. This awareness that had begun as a curious
g in my mind became more insistent as the date neared. In
days of summer, I felt William’s presence constantly; he
to watch me thoughtfully from the picture frame.

ed tickets to Northern France and the Canal du Nord, the
ound. Regretfully, at the last minute, a health issue made it
ble for me to travel. My two sons, Mike and Dave, now in
0s, agreed to go in my place.

ys stay in a small village close to the canal. The land is flat
al. The canal was under construction at the outbreak of the
d this section remained unflooded, so it was chosen as the
the attack.

assembled before the assault. William and his battalion were
gathered here in the cool September night, seeing sunset glow and
quietly waiting for dawn. Looking toward the east, the boys see
where the enemy lines would have been positioned on the other
side of the canal. At dawn, the soldiers would face machine gun
and artillery fire as they slid down the edge of the canal, made the
dash across the muddy bottom and up the other side to face barbed
wire and the enemy.
The next morning just before sunrise, Mike and Dave stand on the
edge of the canal. More than 40,000 Canadian soldiers crossed
the canal on that morning one hundred years ago. Thousands were
killed or wounded. I had an expectation that other relatives would
be there, drawn instinctively to this place where their grandfathers,
uncles, great-uncles had been lost. But the boys are alone.
They wait in silence and at dawn, feel the shadows of the troops
pass around them in the rush over the canal. The echo of their
shouts is everywhere.
The war diary reports that there were twenty men from William’s
battalion killed that day, some of them in the charge across the
canal.

of a field where a cemetery had been established.

d morning. Mike and Dave walk through amber fields of
o the graveyard. The grain is almost ready for harvesting;
ks are tall and flow like waves in the breeze. The countryside
ittle evidence of the trauma it endured during the war. It has
ed the grief and sorrow, healing itself over decades.

lies with 254 other men, most are Canadians. Mike and
owly make their way between the rows, reading each name.
de a stone wall that encloses the cemetery, they find the
one that marks William’s place. He is buried with his
es on either side, soldiers from his battalion killed on that
ey have been lost to us for a century. The world changed in
inable ways while they were left behind.

sent along a small weather-sealed photograph of William, a
f the original I keep on my desk. Dave rests it against the
the marker. We hope that others will see it and put a face to
’s name. On their way out they sign the registry of visitors to
ce. No one else has been here in days.

frame as we talk. My papers and notes are in their usual spot,
being held in place by William’s dead man’s penny. More than
ever, it is my constant reminder of the cost of war, the sanctity of
life, the meaning of sacrifice.
There are times when I imagine William somehow being missed by
machine gun bullet or artillery shell and returning home from the
war. I see him settling in Wiarton, buying a piece of land outside
town, marrying a girl from the next concession. Having children
who would have children who would be the cousins I never had. I
see the ripples of his life continuing to expand, making subtle
differences in the world in ways impossible for us to foresee.
Instead, all of William’s potential was lost with him on an early
September morning in 1918 on the muddy bed of the Canal Du
Nord. He now exists in just three places. In the quiet corner of a
farmer’s field in Northern France, in the timeworn photograph sitting
on my desk and in the dead man’s penny I am holding in my hands.

patiently as my dad uses his pocketknife to carve my name and
birthdate into the smooth, wide trunk of a beech tree. As each of my
sisters is born, their names are carved in the same way. In time the
tree is engraved with an orderly column of five names and dates.
My dad worked in an office downtown but was drawn to the
outdoors so he purchased a parcel of land north of the city to use
on weekends. It had been homesteaded, then farmed for years but
the land was sandy and hilly, not suited for crops. It was eventually
abandoned and used as pasture by neighboring farmers. At some
point, several acres of Christmas trees had been planted but the
owner had lost interest in the venture and put the property up for
sale.
On a November day we go to look at the property for the first time.
My grandparents and my dad have brought me with them. After an
afternoon of exploring the land, we have a picnic on the side of a
grassy hill with a view of the fields to the east. We find an old
wooden packing box nearby and use it as a table. Dad and
Granddad talk about plans for the spring; we will continue using the
property as a Christmas tree farm.

in a cold November dusk. The picnic things are packed up
head back to the cars. I linger behind and watch the others
away, silhouetted by the darkening sky.

of my childhood weekends were spent at the farm. Planting
uning in the spring, cutting Christmas trees in the fall. But for
re were other things too. The sound of my granddad's
r. The taste of apples gone wild, the feel of milkweed sap on
ds. The wind rustling leaves in the poplar grove.

provided different experiences. On a February morning the
cloudless deep blue, the sun on the snow creates a blinding
andscape. Our skis glide effortlessly through the snow. Dad
the trail ahead of us and my mind drifts as I fall into the
rhythm of the skis and poles. I feel the surface of the snow
my skis. In places, the hot sun has turned it into smooth
r crystals. At noon we reach the entrance to a hidden valley,
fire and toast sandwiches over the flames.

Dad built a cabin in this sheltered spot, where even on
days it was protected on all sides by low hills. It was a calm
aceful place.

cabin, with conveniences like an indoor sink and shower, the water
supplied by rain collected from the roof and stored in an
underground cistern.
Over the years of my childhood, I came to know the property well.
Each part of it had a name identifying a place we knew; each had
a story to tell. The gravel pit, the lookout tree, hidden valley, the
white pine bush, picnic hill. These days were lived in the present. I
had my whole life ahead of me and had not begun to think about
the future or what it might hold.
I am 25, a young man, soon to become a father. Twenty years have
passed since my dad bought the property. After Granddad died,
Dad stopped planting and cutting Christmas trees and rarely visited
the farm. The rows of trees that were left unharvested have become
a dense forest.
I begin to come up to the farm occasionally on my own. Often it's a
cool, drizzly fall day that brings me back. Brush is starting to grow
up in the fields and I enjoy working with saw and axe, clearing it
from the roadsides. I stack the brush in piles, planning to burn it
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end my days at the farm by walking back to the hardwood
ritual established by my dad in the early days of the farm.
day in the sun, the bush welcomes me with cool half-light
down through the trees.

ernoon I pass by the carving tree. I am wearing Granddad's
ora that I’ve taken from the cabin to keep the blackflies
have my picture taken leaning against the old beech. Of the
tures I have from this time in my life, this is my favourite. The
d I are forever suspended in this moment of time.

45, middle-aged; I have a career, children and
ibilities. Another twenty years have gone by quickly; this has
e busiest period of time in my life. For reasons I do not fully
and, the farm continues to call me back and I try to visit at
ce every year.

mmer the cabin was hit by lightning and burned to the
After that the property lost its appeal for my dad and when
n my thirties the farm was sold. The new owners built a small
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built and arranged close to the cabin. An old transport trailer was
parked nearby for storage. They built blinds in the trees around the
property and in the fall they hunted deer. Although I never met them,
I liked to believe that they did not mind my visits.
Occasionally I spend a winter afternoon here, buying some lunch
things in the nearby village and sitting at our old picnic table in the
sheltered valley. Sometimes the sun comes streaming in from the
west and it becomes a remarkably warm and soothing spot. I can
sometimes hear the snow melting as I lie back on the table and the
afternoon sun warms me. I walk up the small hill and along the
fallen row of black cherry trees to the lookout. I pass the remains of
a tree fort I used as a child and hear my sisters' voices calling to me
from the past. I can see the landscape unfolding for miles to the
north. Through the melting snow I see and feel the ground under my
feet; it’s sandy with outcroppings of bright green moss.
In the hardwood bush I pause at the beech tree; our carved names
are just barely recognizable now. Over time, new names, initials
and dates have been added to the tree by others; there are now
carvings all around the trunk. I see that the bush is going to be
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re stolen days from a busy mid-life schedule. For these hours
nothing to do, nowhere to be. I have no responsibilities; I am
his time to heal my mind and my body.

65, retired and a grandfather. Another twenty years has
Time moves quickly now, one year seeming to blend into
t. During some of these past visits, I have questioned why I
o the farm. Perhaps I am trying to reclaim something; my
memories and experiences, the feeling of perfect comfort
m I once had.

ar I have come in mid-November, about the time we would
een cutting Christmas trees decades ago. It is a perfect late
day; sunny and calm. Our quiet gravel road has now been
It's become a busy route for commuters travelling to the
park on the shoulder as cars speed by. A water main has
stalled over the past year and there are fire hydrants placed
vals along the roadside. As I walk in along the old laneway,
ic noise fades away. In the stillness, the farm welcomes me
e smells I remember as a boy; crisp November air, fallen
eaves, the tangy smell of horsetail.

entrance with weeds growing up through the spokes. The tables and
benches have fallen into piles of moss-covered boards. The transport
trailer has broken apart and settled onto the ground. It has been
years since I have seen any sign that the owners have been here.
Most evidence that this was once a busy farm is gone. The stone
fireplace my father built as a young man has crumbled. The roads my
grandfather proudly maintained are just barely discernible narrow trails
or have disappeared entirely. The remnants of the tractor shed lie hidden
in a small group of trees, buried beneath the leaves from falls long past.
Where our cabin once stood has remained a clearing; the scorched soil
from the fire would not support new growth.
Over these past years nature has made significant inroads into the
property. On each visit I witness the progress of a slow
transformation back to wilderness. In nature's design, the period of
time we have had here was small and has passed. We briefly
borrowed this land and now it has been returned.
I make my way to the back and lose my bearings in the hardwood
bush. All the old landmarks and trails are gone. I see that the bush
is to be cut again by a new generation of loggers. Red spray paint
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n the smooth bark. As I walk around the tree looking at the
ecent carvings, I am taken aback by the red circle that has
prayed on the far side of the trunk.

nize that I feel some claim toward this tree, that I believed it
vulnerable, sacred in some way. Without hesitation, I
y scrape away the paint from the bark with my pocketknife
nd back to take a look. It is not enough; the area where the
as removed is noticeable. I go back to work and decades
y name was first carved into the tree, I carve a new version
e spot where the paint had been. When I am finished, the
pears untouched by logger's mark; just one more name
o the many already on the tree.

ernoon has disappeared while I worked, but from the beech
know my way back. Through the underbrush I find the
wn trail that was once the main road to the back of the
s nearing dusk as I emerge onto the grassy hill where, sixty
go, we rested on our first visit to the property. In the waning
see a faint image of the four of us on the side of the hill
g our picnic. My grandmother packing things into a
ard box. My dad and granddad talking quietly. My five year
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waiting for me in this place.
I walk on. It’s getting dark and purple clouds light up the horizon.
The weather has changed while I have been here. A cold
November wind has come up and catches me as I reach the crest of
the hill. I detour into the shelter of the hidden valley then walk up
through the white pine bush and back to the road. I am not sure that
I will ever return.

suite. I undress and am bolted to a table beneath a massive linear
accelerator. Heavy lead doors close and the lights dim. An electrical relay
trips somewhere behind me and the hair on my arms and legs stands on
end.
When I was first told I needed to have radiation treatment, I was
apprehensive. I had been a cancer patient before and considered myself
well-versed in different kinds of chemotherapy protocols, knew their
success and failure rates, side effects, how they worked on the body.
Radiation was a whole new experience, something I knew little about. It
was to be given in tiny daily doses over a period of five weeks, in
fractions that added up to what I hoped would be the dosage needed to
kill any residual cancer cells.
A couple of days before beginning treatment, a mask was made of my
upper body. It was to be placed over me to ensure that during treatment, I
would be secured in a precise position. A sheet of wet plastic mesh was
placed over my head and chest and adjusted so that it molded to the
exact form of my body. It quickly hardened and was removed; a perfect
duplicate of me.

table. Encapsulated, I can only move my eyes. The head of the
e gradually rises above the table, I strain my eyes to the right and
op just over my shoulder. After a pause it continues to another
After several minutes, the head is directly over me and I am able
nto it. Deep inside I see a honeycomb of black cells, much like a
sect’s eye. In front of the eye is an ever-changing aperture that
the projection of the beam. I watch as the aperture first opens and
ms complex patterns, corresponding to the areas on my neck and
that are being treated. As the head position changes, the
alters to conform to the new position. The final position is just
left shoulder. I hear the relay click off. I have a few moments to
myself; I’m not sure how much time has passed. I have no
e, no way of knowing. A technician opens the big door and
n. She says, “It’s all over."

ghts go on, I dress and look around the room. Lining the walls I
sks like mine in neat numbered rows. These are the masks, the
of all the people currently undergoing treatment in this radiation
look closely I could probably recognize people I have passed in
dors, sat next to in the hospital cafeteria. Perfect faces, etched out
lastic mesh. They are all looking at me.

room. Radiation treatment can make people tired and many are collapsed
on chairs, sleeping until their treatment time comes. Others have radiation
burns like my own, on neck, face and shoulders. Some are in
wheelchairs. Still others use basic hand language to communicate with
family, as cancer has taken their voices.
We usually exchange glances or nods; silent veterans of a complex war,
all with a story that brought us to this place. Each hoping for a cure, a
remission or just time.
After my treatment, I sometimes stop at the coffee shop in the lobby of the
hospital to get coffee for the drive home. There is usually a lineup and I
wait amongst doctors, nurses and visitors. I am the odd person out, a
patient, but I somehow seem to fit into this lineup with no one noticing me.
It’s winter and I pull my jacket collar up to cover my red, raw neck and
pull my sleeves down to cover my hospital wristbands. I am just like all of
the others.
My last day of radiation is on a Monday. I have noticed over the weeks
that some patients bring their families along on their final day, needing to
show them the room, the machine; in some way to have them share their
experience, their fear.

do. She tells me that some take them home as souvenirs, as
reminders of their experience. Others never want to see them
For me, I see my mask as an intimate partner, my plastic clone,
ng that has experienced this process with me for five weeks and I
ctant to let it go.

out into the sunny, early spring day, mask under my arm. To
ual passerby on the street, I look like a middle - aged man
g a dressmaker’s mannequin. The discerning eye would see
mannequin is a perfect image of me.

long shadow will gradually appear beneath the waves. As the ocean
recedes, the shadow slowly becomes defined. A pier. With time, the
concrete structure emerges from the sea and reaches out into the
Pacific Ocean.
The pier was built at the beginning of the last century on a beach
near the southern tip of Vancouver Island. It houses a storm drain that
was needed to carry excess water to the ocean from the new
community of Fairfield, which was growing at that time in the city of
Victoria. A few years later, a wide concrete promenade was built
from the pier, west along the shoreline to Clover Point, a kilometre
away.
I live nearby, just beyond the point and I look forward to my daily
walk to the pier along the promenade. I often plan my outing to
correspond with the tide, arriving just as the pier has emerged from
the sea. Its concrete surface is wet, grey and slippery. The sides are
covered with dripping seaweed. Occasionally, a log or bundle of
kelp lies on its surface, left by the tide. In the sun, the pier dries and
becomes inviting. People walking on the beach or the promenade
detour and wander onto it. Tourists, locals, beachcombers, couples,
kids and dogs all have their turn on the pier.

by the gravitational forces of the earth, moon and sun. The
dependent on the tides to make it accessible. One afternoon
may be underwater, invisible. Yet by early evening, it has
d and is being explored by passers-by. Several days later,
e has advanced; the afternoon pier stands eight feet above
, dotted with sunbathers. Sometimes in the evening, as the
gins to flow in, I look up and see the moon high above,
ng its gravity slowly pulling the sea toward the beach.

a month, on the days of the new and full moons, the tides
e their greatest ranges. At low tide on these days, the pier
high and dry, marooned on a solid surface of sand and
I walk out on the seabed along its south side and around the
the pier. A voice above me says, "Hey." I look up. Peering
e edge, a boy and his dog are looking down at me. The boy
hat I am doing down there, and did I know that it was
ous? After assuring him that all is well, I make my way back
e along the north side of the pier. As it is usually shaded from
sunlight, the concrete is textured with a scattering of
es, seaweed and mussels.

along the coast. Very rarely, the wind blows itself out and the sea
becomes perfectly calm. The pier stands out like a grey monolith
seamlessly embedded in a mirror. Nothing moves. Birds, people,
traffic seemingly in respectful stasis. Then a flutter of wind returns,
the surface of the sea stirs, a wave forms. The illusion is broken.
In this part of the country the light too is fleeting. It often changes quickly
through the day and from season to season. From the harsh directional
sun of midday in summer, to the soft, muddy light of overcast winter days,
to the unique glow of the sun piercing through fog. Reflecting off the sea
around the pier, each type of light has its own distinct character.
It is the transient nature of the pier and the ever-changing background of
the sea and sky that give this place its allure. I often sit on a beached log
just below the promenade near the pier, observing the flow of the day
and the people that visit. A swimmer warms herself in the sun. An artist
sets up an easel and begins to paint. An elderly woman gazes out at the
sea and remembers. Over the space of a half hour, a couple quarrel and
make up. A snorkeler rises out of the ocean and rests on the end of the
pier.

gather, the end of the pier is crowded and boisterous for a
nutes. Pictures are taken and then just as suddenly as the
arrive, they are gone. The pier is empty and quiet.

omewhere out in the Pacific, a storm blows in. The pier
es a chaotic mixture of raging waves and froth. Seawater
up onto the shore and floods over the promenade. I stand on
ch near the base of the pier, just beyond the crashing waves
perience the overwhelming power of the ocean. I am soaked
, feeling and tasting the sea.

rm rages all night but, in the morning, the sea has settled.
r is covered with rocks, driftwood, logs; flotsam that has
rown up by the waves. Beachcombers arrive early to inspect
as been left overnight. They look, occasionally find something
est and move on. Through the day, people stop to examine
ris. They often throw pieces back to the sea. What is left is
away by the next tide.

evening, a cool wind comes up, and just as the sun begins to drop
behind the horizon, the pier is bathed in an ethereal light. Faces are
lit up with an unworldly glow. The light descends on the pier, then
as quickly as the moment appears, it passes.
As I watch the progress of the light and tide, I am reminded of the
cycles of our own lives and the certainty of time. The cosmic forces
that create the tides are unchangeable. Long after the concerns of
man have faded and the sea has reduced the pier to sand, the tides
will continue their unaltered and unending rhythm over the forgotten
beach.
The evening tide is coming in. The sea inexorably climbs the sides
of the pier and laps over the edges. Suddenly, thin swirls wash
across its surface. Children run in and out of the skimming water.
Visitors make hasty departures. In minutes, the pier once again
becomes a shadow, then disappears under the advancing waves.

mostly in. The doctors had been diligent and committed. They felt
they had tried everything for me, and I had to agree. As the weeks
went on, I was increasingly dropped from rounds and life in the
hospital became even more isolating and uncertain.
I had known for some time that a bone marrow transplant was the
only thing that could help me. For the previous year I had been
visiting transplant hospitals in Canada and the United States whose
protocols I thought would be most suited to my case. After endless
weighing of all the factors, I felt that Princess Margaret Hospital in
Toronto would give me the best chance for survival.
My youngest sister, Jane, was a matched donor and although the
procedure was an arduous and risky one, I was anxious to proceed.
However, the transplant doctors at Princess Margaret had different
thoughts. They felt that I was too ill, that my chances of making it
through the procedure were not good. They said they needed to put
their resources toward people they thought likely to survive.
One evening in March I was discharged. The doctors had done
what they could and felt that I would be better off at home. My
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my pants up by pulling my belt tight and tying it in a knot.
utside, I took a deep breath of fresh air. Even the April air of
wn Toronto seemed filled with the remarkable scent of life.

drive home everything we passed seemed as if I were
it for the first time. I was amazed and grateful to be away
e hospital. At home, I drifted from room to room, running my
over surfaces, looking at and holding objects I had at times
I would never see again. The highlight of the evening came
finally crawled into my own bed.

three weeks later I developed pneumonia and had to return
hospital. The pneumonia seemed to resolve with antibiotics
r I was released it was only a week or so before I was back
n. This time the doctors discovered a mass in one of my
They tried a number of different antibiotics but after another
went by, it was decided that a biopsy was needed to see
as lurking there.

this time, since Princess Margaret was no longer an option, I
en re-assessing other bone marrow transplant possibilities.
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the costs would be significant, they were using a new protocol that I
thought might be the most successful procedure for me at that time.
However, before I could proceed with anything, I needed to have
the lung biopsy performed. No transplant centre was going to
consider me until the question of the mass was resolved.
On a bright June morning, my son drove me into Toronto and set me
up in the biopsy ward. It was a large pre and post-operative area
with perhaps thirty beds. Strangely, it was virtually empty with just
two or three other patients in the ward. I was placed in the middle
of the room which was quite open except for the cubicle beside me
which was sectioned off with a curtain. A nurse came to take my
history and we had a lengthy discussion about my medical
background and what my plans were. I told her the story of being
turned down for a transplant at Princess Margaret and my search
for another hospital that would take my case.
After the nurse left, a voice from behind the curtain next to me said,
"Excuse me, I couldn’t help overhearing what you were saying." It
was a man’s voice with a British accent. He sounded as if he was
about my age, with a kind and friendly manner. "Have you
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it up as an option. It used a very different protocol that
doctors felt was too likely to result in a relapse of the
a.

cals call it The Foot," the man continued and went on to
that he was a liver transplant patient and was in that day
utine liver biopsy. He talked about how long he had been on
ting list for a transplant in Toronto but never seemed to get
re near the top of the schedule. At the time, he felt strongly
he didn’t do something he was going to die, and soon. He
red that the waiting times in Alberta for liver transplants
onsiderably shorter. As a result, he and his family moved to
y and had the transplant done within weeks. His recovery
ngthy and he stayed there for some months, eventually
g to Ontario to have his post-transplant care managed at the
where we were that morning. He again urged me to follow
The Foot and continued to talk at some length about how
is experience in Alberta had been. I took this all into the
f my mind and we continued talking about our various
experiences as patients are apt to do.

away, I looked over my shoulder to see my new friend. He was
sitting on the hospital bed, greying hair and a slim build. He looked
up and in that brief connection, gave me a friendly smile and
thumbs up as I rolled out of sight.
The biopsy was to be done under a CT scanner, so the long needle
that went through the chest could be directed to the exact spot of the
mass. This was not a procedure I had been looking forward to. The
radiologist began with a general CT scan of the area to see
approximately where he would have to place the needle. After this
first scan, the doctor came out and said, "Well, it’s gone."
Whatever the mass had been had somehow resolved and there was
nothing to biopsy. I was returned to the ward, looking forward to
telling my new friend the good news, but he was gone.
On the drive home I considered what the man had said and that
afternoon I called the Foothills Hospital in Calgary. Surprisingly, I
was able to talk directly to the physician in charge of the Transplant
Programme. I explained my background and he said he thought he
might be able to help. He suggested that I come out to Calgary to
meet with him the following week.

ately impressed with both the staff and the hospital. Mary
had been to several transplant centres but we were so
nt in what we heard and saw here that we decided on the
at this was the place to be treated. As it turned out, an
g had come up in their usually very tight waiting list and they
ed me to be admitted two weeks from that day. I returned
organized my life, then my three children and I moved to
y.

nsplant and the summer passed, and through the next fall
nter in Calgary, the man from the Toronto hospital was never
m my mind. As it turned out, I believe The Foot really was the
ace that could have saved me. The leukemia had become
dvanced in the weeks before the transplant and I would not
urvived the wait or the type of transplant I had planned on
ahead with in Boston. His suggestion had happened at just
ht time to shift everything in a different direction and as a
survived. We began to call him the hospital angel.

later I was alive, the leukemia had been eradicated and I
ck in Toronto, determined to find the hospital angel. I felt the
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I went to the transplant floor at the hospital where we had met and
spoke to the receptionist who called in a couple of nurses and the
post-transplant coordinator. I explained who I was looking for and
why. They just shrugged their shoulders; collectively they felt that
they knew everyone that had been in the liver transplant follow-up
programme over the past couple of years but had no idea who I
was describing.
A couple of days later I went back to the hospital with a small notice
and asked if they would post it where staff and patients could see it
and perhaps, with luck, I might find my friend. I waited over the next
couple of weeks and then months, occasionally going back to see
the staff on the transplant ward. Nothing had been heard, no one
had come forward or been found who might have been the hospital
angel. The weeks and months turned to years. In the end I was never
able to find the hospital angel. He had disappeared.
Seventeen years later I am back in the biopsy ward on a January
afternoon. This time the ward is full. It looks smaller than before as
there are curtains drawn between each bed. I am given a cubicle
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about their situations and the procedures they are having. In the
xt to me, I overhear the quiet murmurs of an older couple. Their
are filled with apprehension. There are no reassuring words or
or me from the other side of the curtain today.

erly who comes for me is an older man, a hospital volunteer.
a British accent and an easy, confident manner. He rolls me to
cedure room and as we chat, he tells me that he volunteers to
usy and to repay some of the kindness he had been shown at
pital over the years. It becomes clear to me that I have met this
an before, perhaps volunteering in another part of the hospital
e other time. As I am handed off to a nurse, he gives me a
smile and a thumbs up.

entle fog that flows over me as I am given sedation, I slowly
where I have met the orderly before. As I begin to drift, I
convinced that he is the hospital angel from years before.
h I had only seen him briefly at that time, and this man was
der and greyer, it was his voice, his accent and manner that
ggered my memory. I struggle to hold on to this thought as my
se and I sleep.

hardware he thought he may have left in a kitchen cupboard. After
the many weeks of activity surrounding the move, I am happy to
have this chance to return on my own.
Our family moved to the farm the year I turned eight and although it
was only supposed to be for a short time, my parents lived there for
fifty years. I, however, was a reluctant participant. On a cold
December day, we moved from an urban neighborhood where I
had a company of friends, to a rural community where the nearest
neighbor with children was over a kilometer away across frozen
fields.
As I open the front door, the familiar smell of the house welcomes
me. Like many houses where people have lived for decades, they
take on the essence of their owners, of the time they have spent
there. The house is totally empty. My parents have been clearing it
out for months. Now, along with everything that had been
collected here, they too have left. I wander through the rooms
from which I have been trying to distance myself for decades.
But ultimately, they have found a way of seeping into me without
my being fully aware.

own future. Objects that had been saved for, had been used
erished or passed down from ancestors could find no takers.
was once highly valued, ultimately had no meaning for
For me, it was a valuable lesson in letting go.

he years of my time at the farm, I occupied three different
ms. The first looked out to the north where, when I was ten, I
bed for a seemingly endless summer. In those days doctors
de house calls and Dr. Aikenhead came to see me. "Just
onia," he said. "Should be up and around in a couple of
" He came like clockwork every morning.

wn on the floor where my bed once sat and imagine the view I
t distant summer, across the fields of grain to the small town
. Endless suburbs have now been built right up to our fence
ith the tall buildings of a thriving downtown just visible
. Within a year, streets, avenues and parkways will spread
r the farm. Rows of tightly spaced houses will settle on the
roamed as a child.

Down the hall is the room where I spent my teenage years. A refuge
of sorts as I grew from a boy into a young man. The room faces
west, toward the escarpment. The trees have lost their leaves and
just as I remember it, the winter sun pours in here. This is where I
really started to have an awareness of what I might do or become.
Where I planned a future for myself and ultimately the place from
which I set out into the world.
Through a closet to a secret door that leads into the small rooms
above the oldest part of the house. This was where I stayed
whenever I returned home after leaving for school. Before that, it
had last been fully used when my sister Anne and I had established
a "Beatles Club" here in the early sixties; playing records and
trading Beatles cards. I spent three summers and many school
holidays here before moving away in my early twenties.
Downstairs, I stand on the spot in the empty dining room where
my chair sat, just to the left of my mother. I face a multi-paned
window that looks out to the north-west. The glass in the windows
was made before glass-making was perfected, so looking through
it, the view is distorted. There is one particular pane that has a

hits the bubble in such a way that it is refracted into a
m of colours and projected onto the window frame. On
days, I could watch the distorted forms of lilac bushes on the
wn through other panes. They created interesting abstract
when they moved on a windy day. These were my mealtime
ons.

m was electrified in the 1920s, one of the first on the
ion to have made the transition. There was an ornate glass
rom that time that hung from the ten foot ceiling over the
oom table. It is gone now, a single bulb is left hanging from
n the ceiling.

he piece of hardware Dad had left behind in the kitchen
rd. The kitchen comes to life in the morning when the
streams through from the south but today I have missed that
d the room feels dark and cold.

cracking in places, walls and baseboards need painting. On the
final day I spent with my mother in the house, she told me they last
had painting done just before my sister's wedding, twenty years
ago.
I am the last of the family that will have ever been in the house. As I
step outside and lock the door, I am reminded that each season on
the farm has a smell that I cannot mistake. Today it's the smell of late
fall, just as I have somehow known and remembered it for fifty
years. The pungent smell of walnut leaves, the gardens waiting for
snow. I reach down for a fallen walnut and bring it up to my face.
The unique smell has been so ingrained in my memory that it seems
I have been in this place forever.
It's late; the last light of the day is coming from just over the
escarpment to the west. I have stayed too long and have begun to
feel like a trespasser in a place where I am no longer welcome.

My grandparents are buried here and over the last number of years
I have visited from time to time and have come to know this place
well. The main entrance is off a dead-end street, across from the
small Riverdale Zoo. Whenever I am here, the city noise becomes
faint behind the closer sounds of children at the zoo and nearby
park. It is an oasis of calm in the middle of the city.
Until several years ago, I had only been here once. When I was a
child, after a visit to the zoo, my grandmother brought my sister and
me here to show us our grandfather’s gravestone. He died before I
was born and although named after him, I haven’t heard his name
spoken in years. Nearly all who ever knew him are gone.
Now when I visit, it is usually after I have had some business in the
city. I often spend time in the historic Gothic chapel on the grounds.
I sit in one of the pews for a while to enjoy the peaceful
surroundings. It’s very quiet and has the unique smell common to
church sanctuaries. A combination of old wooden pews and
hymnals. In the times that I have been there, I have never seen
another person.

s. He was an older gentleman named David, dressed in
nd very formal. When I told him who I was looking for, he
a massive cupboard filled with rows of large journals,
g one and then another until he found what he needed. He
hrough the pages, pausing on one, then ran his finger down
mn until he stopped and looked up at me. "Found them," he
nd gestured that I should follow him.

, he led me into a small garden just behind the chapel. He
ed several flat stone markers looking for numbers, then knelt
another and brushed it off with a whisk he had brought
Seasons of fallen leaves had covered it but there they were;
ndparents’ names and dates engraved on a marker. I’m sure
in the family had been there in years.

vestone rests under the boughs of three ancient black locust
at border the garden. Locusts become gnarly as they age
winter they are stark and foreboding, themselves in solemn
Remarkably, when they leaf out and bloom in the spring,
e transformed into elegant shade trees.

peace I feel here, the perspective it has given me on my own life
that brings me back. Every headstone or marker represents a life
lived, its details engraved on the stones. Each one has a story to tell,
and each reminds me that the time we have is fleeting.
I have come to an age where I need to decide what to do with what
is eventually left of me. Some time ago I had decided that one day, I
too would be here at the Necropolis. Regretfully, there is no space
left in the gardens surrounding the Gothic chapel. However, inside
the chapel there are marble-faced niches that hold ashes. This is
where I have decided to be but have put off committing to the
purchase of a niche until today.
I have arranged to meet with the superintendent and am surprised
when I am not greeted by David, the black-suited gentleman I had
met before. A young man, casual and welcoming, tells me that he is
new to the job and takes his time showing me around the chapel.
He points out the niches that are available and encourages me to
take my time, saying that he’ll be in the office when I make a
decision. I sit in one of the pews and try to imagine myself here,
somehow bearing witness to the comings and goings of funerals, to
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A small piece of life's business that has been on my to-do list
s, now taken care of.

way home, I walk through the oldest part of the cemetery.
ny of the gravestones there are no names. The engraving has
roded over decades, leaving blank, white obelisks with just
ntest indentations in the place where lives were once
ed. These are the forgotten ones, now lost to time.

ue on to the garden behind the chapel and pause by my
arents’ gravestone. I hear the sound of children’s laughter
over from the zoo. The locust trees are just beginning to leaf
nlight streams down through their branches and forms a
d pattern on the marker at my feet. My grandfather’s ashes
een in this peaceful place for over 70 years; for a longer
an he was alive.

that someday, my own name will be spoken for the last time;
re will be no one living that has ever known me. I have come
pt that in time, I too will become a forgotten one.

just what to do. I pull back strongly, then swing the paddle out of the
water at the right moment. The sun catches the dripping blade and
for an instant, flashes with silver.
Our family has a long history with Lake Louisa in Algonquin Park.
My father was a young forestry student there in the 1940s. We
canoed there regularly when I was a boy and years later I worked
in the park. My son, David, is an experienced canoeist and has
been to Louisa many times.
For years, David and I had talked about a trip to Lake Louisa. He
and his wife had recently purchased a home on a lake just outside
the park. I had been planning to visit them to see their new house
and we decided to combine the visit with a day trip to Louisa.
As a housewarming gift, I brought two paddles I thought we could
use on our trip and then afterward, I would give to David to add to
his collection. One was a paddle made the summer I was seventeen
while a Junior Ranger in Northern Ontario. In my spare time over
that summer I had carved the paddle from a cedar log. Although
functional, cedar is an inherently soft wood and I thought the
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rather than actually using it. For over fifty years, it has
d with me from home to home, been hung on walls, then
ed in the corners of rooms, stuck in dark closets, and finally
ed to a storage area in my garage. Now, after years of
it would finally have a chance to be used as it had been
d.

ond paddle belonged to my father. It had been given to him
a counselor at a summer camp in Muskoka in the early
It has the patina earned from decades of use. One side is
with the crest of the camp and on the other side, a painting
ythical forest creature; both timeworn but still distinct. I have
es of my dad using the paddle from our earliest canoe trips
inal years of solo canoeing when he was in his seventies.
he finally gave up canoeing, I inherited the paddle. Initially,
ecame an artifact for display but ultimately ended up in my
alongside my own paddle.

ne August morning, David and I arrive at Rock Lake, the
point in the park for Lake Louisa. It’s an hour’s paddle up the
where the portage to Louisa begins. This portage is one that
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over a rough trail. Everything needed for your time in the park has
to be carried in. Canoes, packs, paddles, clothing, tents, cooking
equipment and food all have to make the trek over the portage on
someone’s back.
David lifts the canoe onto his shoulders and sets off. I follow behind,
carrying the paddles and a day pack. The canoe is the same one
we used when I was a kid, passed on first to me and then in time,
from me to David. Like my father, David is tall and slender. As I
walk behind him, it could easily have been my younger self
following my dad on this same familiar trail decades before. David
sets a fast pace and within an hour, coming down a final long
slope, I see Lake Louisa shimmering through the trees.
David has decided that our destination will be an island he knows,
about three quarters of the way up the lake. We set off up the east
shore and very quickly establish a rhythm. David and I have
paddled together many times and each knows what pace works for
the other. Two sets of arms and two paddles working as one. As a
younger, stronger man I would have been in the stern, the
helmsman, the leader. But today, without discussion, we both know
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ably, there is no wind on the lake. As far as we can see, the
of the water is like a sheet of glass, seamlessly reflecting
nd sky. My paddle dips in, ripples temporarily interrupt the
My lower hand grips the paddle, my little finger just
the surface. I pull and watch the cone of turbulence the
creates. A deep swirling vortex in the water. A porthole into
ld beneath.

e is unchanged, just as I remember it. The steady rhythm of
g; dip, pull, swing, dip, pull, swing, gradually lulls me into a
where time loses meaning. I am drifting when I notice the
e of the paddle strokes from the stern has changed. I
ze my father’s unique style. I am once again paddling with
d. Intense sun from a distant summer day reflects off the
of the lake. Expanses of water stretch ahead of us. From the
have an unobstructed view of the horizon. I pick a point in
ance, then continue the steady rhythm of paddling. When I
p minutes later, the horizon is unchanged, the distance
gly the same. Time stretches out and in this unique place on
gular day, it seems possible for the past and the present to
gether.

water with rocks just below the surface. My cedar paddle easily
fends us off the shallowest of them and we come ashore on a small
sandy beach. After exploring the island, we choose a high point to
have a leisurely lunch. We have a clear view of the wilderness in all
directions. Although it is mid-August, prime canoeing season, we
see no signs of other canoes; campsites seem abandoned. Even on
this high point, there is no trace of a breeze to stir a leaf or disturb
the still surface of the water. The lake appears to be in stasis,
reserved for our visit.
On the other side of the island, we find an ideal swimming rock
overhanging the water. The lake is deep here, inviting. Balanced on
the rock, a metre above the surface, we dive into the water below.
Coming from the hot, humid afternoon, the water is intoxicating.
Under the surface I swim strongly, deeply. The water changes from
cool to cold. When there is just darkness ahead, I pause. In the
chilling quiet, I turn and look up toward the shafts of sunlight
coming through the water near the surface. I slowly drift up and
back into the perfect summer day.

1940s, he had been assigned to assist a biologist who was
at a ranger cabin on the lake, doing research on lake trout.
weeks there, Dad’s assignment allowed plenty of free time for
ng, fishing and swimming. He became attached to Louisa in
hat he had not expected and for years dreamt of returning.
was old enough to start canoeing, our first trip was to Lake
Although the ranger cabin had been destroyed by a fire in
50s, he described the site as being on a high rocky point on
tern side of the lake. I had brought a topographic map with
d he pointed out the location, then carefully circled it in

way back down the lake, we take the west shore to find and
old cabin site. We locate the spot my dad had identified but
get closer, it appears that the point is being used as a
e. A clothesline has been strung between two trees and a
owel is hanging from it. Although we see no one, as a matter
eing etiquette, we do not go ashore.

we stay close to the edge of the shoreline, and as we reach
nt, stop paddling. Slowly drifting around a rocky outcropping,
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and is now warming up in the afternoon sun. He is in monochrome,
just as in the photos I have seen of him at this time in his life. As we
glide by, he looks up as if sensing our presence. I had seen him just
several days earlier. At ninety-five, he has been diminished by the
years and tells me that his nights are restless, often filled with
dreams of his youth. Now I see him in his prime. Handsome and
athletic, at twenty, he has his whole life ahead of him. His gaze
seems to follow us as we silently drift by. After we pass, he stands
and silently dives off the rock, back into the dark water. For a brief
moment, three generations have come together, meeting in this
timeless place.
It is late afternoon when we reach the portage back to Rock Lake.
We load up and as I turn to take a last look at Louisa, I feel the
touch of a warm breeze on my face. Then, for the first time all day,
a wind comes up. A few ripples appear near the shore, I see some
whitecaps forming further out. The lake is coming back to life.
By early evening we arrive at the far end of Rock Lake and enter the
river that leads back to our landing spot. The campsites spaced
regularly along the banks which were empty this morning, are now
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we are quickly immersed in the routine of weekend life in the
woman and her frantic children scramble to land a fish they
st caught. We navigate through plumes of BBQ smoke that
oss our path. A crowded party boat passes, loud voices and
cho up and down the river.

nding spot is the same rough log dock that I remember from
t. David goes to get his truck which he has left in a parking
her back from the river. I unload the canoe and take our
and paddles up to the edge of the road. As I sit and wait for
I take a closer look at the two paddles. My cedar paddle
formed well on its maiden voyage. Over the course of the
noticed a slight tremor coming up the shaft just as it slipped
he water at the end of each stroke. It is not a bad thing, just
of this particular paddle, perhaps caused by a small
ction in the symmetry of the blade. A signature created by
gularities of something handmade.

d’s paddle is the same as I have always known it. I remember
ars ago, the end of the blade had been cracked as we were
off rocks on a river trip. Dad had thought the paddle was
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fishing line when trolling for lake trout on Lake Louisa. Dad had
drilled small holes on either side of the crack then stitched it with
sutures of this fine copper wire. These had then held the blade
together for another forty years of use.
I imagine that these two paddles will now find a home in David’s
boathouse. I like to think of them resting, perhaps displayed on one
of the boathouse walls. Through the seasons and years, the paddles
will wait for an outing, a trip. Longing to be held in strong hands, to
dip into dark water. To reflect sunlight from their blades as they
swing out of the lake, flashing with silver.

the frigid water to the other side. At stake was her Kodak Brownie
"bullet" camera. I had been interested in cameras and photography
for as long as I could remember and was very keen to have my own
camera. So I struggled across, then soaked and shivering, proudly
took possession of my first camera.
Several years later, as a young teen, I was ready for something
more challenging and borrowed an imposing fold - out bellows
camera from my grandmother. Although made in the 1930s, it had
the advantage of allowing adjustments to shutter speed and
aperture. I taught myself the technical basics; exposure,
composition, and importantly, began to recognize the potential of
light. But it was something about capturing an instant in time and
preserving it that occupied my imagination.
When I was seventeen, after using a number of hand - me - down
cameras of varying sophistication, I became obsessed with the
Russian made Zenit B, an inexpensive 35mm camera. Like a kid
outside a toy shop, I often looked at it longingly through the front
window of the small camera store in my hometown. A couple of
times I was bold enough to go in and ask to see it. The silky feel of
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and capable than anything I had experienced. But in those
cost about $100, which I did not have. In time, I got the
together and was able to buy it.

was one of a group of us who hung out together in the last
high school. I had always been attracted to her. Long dark
ale skin, energetic, rebellious and filled with ideas. We were
month apart and both grew up on the shores of Lake
. She knew of my interest in photography and asked me if I
ake her picture. I was happy to be asked, keen to use my
mera and to spend time with Margie.

was a small forest across the road from our high school and
y during lunch hour, we met there and took some shots. We
few different things and through a progression of ideas,
on one that worked. With Margie it was very much a
rative session. This was my first portrait.

mally reserved and shy. It’s not easy for me to get close to
Over time, I found that the intimacy that develops between the
apher and the subject is close and immediate. A short cut I
ed over the years to overcome my reserved self.

months leading up to the trip, some dropped out and ultimately,
there were just three of us that were committed to going. After we
arrived in England, one more left and then there was just Margie
and me.
We spent a number of months travelling and were as close as we
thought two people could be, each relying on the other for all that
we needed. During that year, I took many pictures of Margie and
with her encouragement, decided to pursue photography and
filmmaking as a career.
We were both nineteen when we returned to Canada and it was
time to go back to school. Margie to Toronto, while I went to film
school in another city, a couple of hours away. On weekends
Margie would take the train to visit. When it came into the station
on Friday night, she would jump onto the platform and things would
be just as they had been. Late on Sunday afternoon, I would take
her to the train for the trip back to the city. On my way home I
would always feel a sense of emptiness that lingered for hours.

that day but sessions don’t always work out as planned.
ome up and evolve, the light shifts, there are subtle changes
n photographer, subject and camera. At one point Margie
en her shirt off, held it in front of herself and stood looking
at the camera. Her enigmatic expression was frank and
ng. The north light coming in from a window in the room
er a soft and diffuse presence. Looking back at the negatives
at day, I see the sequence of poses that led to this shot. I must
nown from behind the camera that something unique had
aptured. It was the last image that was shot that day.

days later I printed the photo. I have always enjoyed
g in the darkroom, with the unmistakable smells of developer,
th and fixer. The soft glow of the safelights and the warmth
e print wash baths envelop me in a unique world. I enlarged
ative onto photo paper, which then went into the first bath. In
mic motion I slowly turned it front to back. A pause and then
my hand back and forth over the surface of the print to
e any bubbles. Paper embedded with silver nitrate; warm
ppery from the developer.

shape and then from the shadows, an image of Margie appeared. It
was so remarkably lifelike and compelling that even in the dim light I
could see how it had captured my sense of her. The confident gaze, the
determined set of the mouth. I wondered what she had been thinking at
that moment and whether those thoughts had been caught in the
photograph.
In time, things changed. Margie moved away, I finished school and
moved into the city to work. My first studio was on the 6th floor of a
building on Adelaide Street. It was a large, open and bright space,
previously used by a garment manufacturer. I installed a wide
seamless background in one area and made it a habit to shoot
photos of people that dropped by. I used a large studio camera with
a polaroid film attachment, which was always set up on a tripod
and at the ready. The resulting small but highly detailed prints were
ready in less than a minute and I would tack them up on the wall.
Over time, I assembled an interesting collection of portraits of
visitors to the studio.

my name. She was there, walking through the open door of
dio. Much had changed. She was a wife and a mother. As
visitors, I took a photo of her that afternoon and it stayed on
ll of the studio with the others until I moved to another
n years later.

at next year or more, Margie would sometimes visit me on
de Street. This time in her life had been challenging in many
nd I sensed it was a turning point for her. I had been thinking
ting a more carefully considered portrait, one that would
Margie in the thoughtful and perhaps more vulnerable time
s in. I also recognized that I needed to be prudent; portraits
metimes become a reflection of the photographer, or even a
on of our own feelings toward the subject.

ernoon I took a number of shots using the natural light from
e bank of windows on the south side of the studio. Working
ideas together, a pensive portrait in profile emerged. It
out to be the last picture I ever took of Margie.

years ago, Margie moved to Vancouver Island with her family. For
much of the year we live on different sides of the country. However,
I too now spend winters on the island with my partner Susan. Close
by the ocean, the sunny, mild days and lack of snow and ice makes
it an ideal place for us seniors.
Each year we meet for lunch in a small town up-island, the halfway
point between our two homes. Although life and time have worn
both of our faces, as Margie steps out of her car, under her features,
I see the portrait. The same expression on the lips, in the eyes. Over
the decades these things haven’t changed. They are there as they
always have been.
We have a couple of hours to catch up on our lives. It’s significant
to me how we immediately slip into our old ways, no pause in the
conversation from one year to the next, picking up where we left off,
just as we have for years.

the images will become lost or unreadable, adrift in an
elming sea of data. However, I still have several carefully
paper prints from that November day when Margie was
n. Although decades old, they look the same as the day I
them. Real paper and silver that will last long after Margie
ave been forgotten.

print in my hands and bring it into the light. The immediacy
hness of these photographs is remarkable. The silver that
he image creates unique shades of darkness and light. Every
is vibrant. The blacks are deep and rich, the mid-tones,
d and luminous.

never fully understood Margie’s expression from that day. But
looks back at me from the print, it is clear that her essence
at distant moment in time was captured. Forever preserved in
is perfect.

nap. "Just didn’t wake up," the doctor said.
I had been close to him; I was his only grandson and he, the only
grandfather I had known. When I look back at our 8mm home
movies and watch the two of us together, it was easy to see how
affectionate he was with me as well as with my sisters. He was a
banker, normally reserved and conservative. Away from bank life,
he was a quiet and modest man, not comfortable talking about
himself or the experiences of life.
It was a Friday and I had just arrived home from school for the
weekend. A neighbor of my grandparents had called and told us
what had happened. My mother watched from the kitchen window
for my dad to get home from work and met him on the driveway as
he was getting out of the car. I watched from a distance as they
spoke for a few moments and then walked slowly toward the house
together. My dad’s shoulders were slumped in a way that I had
never seen before.
At that time, I had a room above the old part of the house where I
stayed on weekends when I was home. That afternoon I was lost
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has never been out of the light.

my desk, which faced a window that looked out over the
o the east. My mind was numb, the view out of the window
ging. However, as the minutes passed, I began to have a
nd pressing sense of my grandfather, of his presence in the
He was there, not in his own time-worn body but as a
r version of himself, someone my own age and someone I
to know on an intimate level. The sense I had was of the
e of being together, of close friendship and camaraderie; I
sceral and personal connection. Although he didn’t appear
ysical manifestation, his presence was very real, undeniable.

ably, over the space of a few minutes, I came to have a full
anding of him. He wasn’t talking and yet communicated with
seamless and effortless way. I came to know him; his wants,
ds, his dreams and regrets. It was as if his life was flashing
of my eyes and, in the end, I understood it all. I now knew
a contemporary, an equal. As more time passed, the
ion between us became less and less until we weren’t two
uals, we were one. In some way, the essence of my
ather had been assimilated into me.

impression; a peaceful, encompassing, embracing, welcoming
sense of many individuals and at the same time, a unified whole.
After a few moments I felt even my individuality drift away and all
that remained was the whole.
Time had lost its meaning in the room. The experience may have
evolved over a few minutes but the aura of it remained with me for
several hours longer and the memory has been etched in my mind
over these 45 years. I do know that I came to perceive my
grandfather’s soul after his death, and I did get a glimpse of a
larger more complex continuum that he had entered. At the time, I
recognized what had taken place was a gift. I had no basis on
which to understand it but was greatly comforted by what had
happened.
Over the years, I have often considered what that encounter meant.
For me, it was an unquestionable communion with my grandfather.
Some may think it a manifestation of my grief that afternoon. Others
may feel it was a projection of my own thoughts and needs around
my grandfather’s death. However, I have come to believe that we
may sometimes get a chance to reach out shortly after we die. We
have the opportunity to connect, to share our experiences, our
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ell, if our choice and timing are right, we have the possibility
ng. Of living on in a way, of giving a gift of experience, and
ally offering a glimpse of what is on the other side.

ely, I don’t know where the assimilated part of Granddad
within me. I believe that it was incorporated into my own
usness and has been there ever since. In my life it has acted
uide, an example, a second opinion. In some ways, quietly
g my life over time; sometimes in ways I think I can see,
mes more subtly. What I do know is that the experience has
me confidence. Confidence and faith. Faith that there is
ng beyond what we perceive in our lives. Confidence that at
oint I will have the opportunity to experience the continuum
And in the end, to be inexorably welcomed as part of the

since a summer day when I was twenty.
For several years, Brigitte and I had been casual friends. After
finishing high school, we went our separate ways, and it wasn’t
until the spring two years later, when we both returned home from
our schools unattached, that we began seeing one another. It
started simply, just picking up an old friendship. Things moved
slowly at first; it takes time for a long friendship to turn into
something else. We would see an occasional movie, have coffee,
go for a walk or hike. Over the space of several weeks, we enjoyed
one another’s company and a closeness grew that we had not
shared in the past.
On an early summer afternoon, we had planned a more
challenging hike further from home. It turned out to be in quite an
isolated area and after an hour of steady hiking, we had met no
one on the trail. At one point, the path led us into a large area that
had been reforested with white pine years before. The trees had
been laid out in straight rows going off in both directions. The main
trail went down the opening between two rows of tightly spaced
pine. It was deeply shaded, the canopy of dense branches obscured
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ze of pine along another corridor. A few metres in, she
d under a tree where the needles seemed particularly lush.
ok off her backpack and lay down on the bed of needles.
ng up with her arms, she invited me to join her.

estiny and chance play an important role in creating the
x paths that we follow through our lives. These paths fork off
dly, often as a result of seemingly insignificant events, which
s on an entirely different path. I was about to experience one
.

and I had not begun a physical relationship of any
ance, so her invitation was unexpected but welcome. The
est, even in the middle of the afternoon, was dark. In joining
I ducked to go under a low branch, just visible in the dim
What was not visible was the small dead twig near the end of
nch that struck me in the left eye. I immediately knew that this
t a run-of-the-mill poke in the eye. Brigitte sat up, held my
her hands and looked at the eye. After examining it this way
at for a minute, she said firmly that we would need to go to
pital. Needless to say, that was the end of the day’s romantic
e.

turned out, a small piece of the twig was lodged in the eye and the
cornea had been scratched. The doctor told me that my eye would
recover but warned that I could end up with a small scar which
might occasionally be visible in my field of view.
The following week, Brigitte was off to her summer job, a biology
camp connected to her studies. It was in the northern part of the
province, a three or four hour drive away. The night before she left,
we got together to say goodbye, and she asked if I would join her
on some weekends over the summer. I was happy to be invited and
promised that I would.
My sister, Anne, was a lifeguard at the community pool in our
hometown that summer. One day, not long after Brigitte had left, she
mentioned that there was a new lifeguard at the pool who I might
like to meet. Anne was often at the pool in the evenings, and one
night I was there to pick her up after her shift. As it turned out, the
new lifeguard was also there and Anne introduced me to her. Joyce
was an interesting, tall, blonde girl and we spent a few minutes
talking before Anne and I left for home. Over the next couple of
weeks, I made it a point to be around to pick up Anne in the
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and I wrote back and forth on several occasions over the
. Once or twice she called. She let me know how things
oing and asked me again if I would like to join her up at the
or a weekend. Unfortunately, it was too late; I was nonal and by the time Brigitte returned at the end of the summer,
nd I were a couple. What possibilities there may once have
r Brigitte and me had faded.

was beyond my grasp that summer were the consequences of
k in the eye and how life-altering they were to be. Paths are
certainty, but I believe that if the events of that afternoon
t been interrupted, in all likelihood the relationship with
would have continued that summer and probably into the
g school year. Regardless of how long it lasted, it would
een time enough to eliminate the possibility of Joyce coming
life. Instead, at the moment the stick hit my eye, an alternate
merged; one which included Joyce. One which led to
ge, a home and children, but ultimately after 25 years, also
auma, separation and divorce.

stick was just an accident, bad luck. However, the repercussions of
that afternoon became so far reaching, that I began to recognize
what an improbable coincidence it had been. I eventually decided
that it must have been an act of divine intervention, perhaps a
predetermined path that had been designed for me. For a time, I felt
some higher power, some cosmic intelligence, had not wished my
relationship with Brigitte to grow, or conversely, wanted to give a
relationship with Joyce an opportunity to begin.
Decades have passed. I am in my home office, sitting at my desk
which is positioned so I can look out a large window while I work.
The view provides me with endless distractions throughout the day.
This afternoon I am not working, I am daydreaming. From
somewhere downstairs, I hear my long-time partner, Susan,
encouraging two of our grandchildren to put on their shoes.
Outside, spring flowers are in bloom, leaves are beginning to come
out. A neighbor walks by and I knock on the window; we exchange
waves. Susan and the kids appear in the front yard. I watch as they
do some digging and planting in the garden. I recognize that my
life is good, all I could have hoped for.

tered my path in such a way that it would be impossible for
be sitting here at this place and time. In my mind, I have
nally traveled backwards over my life and with the perfect
of retrospection, traced the intricate trail of forks that have
me to this place. An afternoon hike in a pine forest and an
eye is where the trail always starts.

n’t seen Brigitte in almost 50 years. After university, she
, moved to Ottawa, had a child she named Andrew, and
years later divorced. She remarried, moved to the west
nd had a successful career in the technology industry. Brigitte
and moved to an island off the British Columbia coast where
d of cancer on a July day at the age of 67.

s path was also altered that afternoon. Had things moved
d and our relationship carried on, perhaps for only weeks or
it surely would have been enough to set off divergences of
and unknown degrees in her life. She may never have
to Ottawa, never met her first husband. Andrew might never
een born. She may not have retired to a west coast island.

the right angle. Suddenly, there it is, a small, irregular line in my left
eye. A scar now decades old, and one I am thankful to have. A
subtle reminder for me of forks in the road and how the paths we
travel are fragile and uncertain.

oaks, and as a result the houses are deeply shaded. One of my
earliest memories is of my grandmother’s home on Willard Avenue,
one of these streets. Grandma’s house faced the east and had a
verandah, which made the front rooms even darker than they might
otherwise have been.
My mother, my sister Anne and I would often make the trip in from
our home in the suburbs for an afternoon with Grandma in the city. I
have an image of my mother and grandmother having tea at the
kitchen table. The afternoon sun flooding into the room through
large windows facing the west. The tea pot and cups steaming as
they quietly visit. This image is my childhood embodiment of home,
of comfort and safety.
I would sometimes wander into the living room at the front of the
house. The lights were usually turned on because of how dark it
became in this room during the afternoon. My grandmother owned
a remarkable Chinese ginger jar; a large, lidded vase, richly
painted and striking. In my grandmother’s time, the ginger jar had
been converted from being a simple vase to becoming the
decorative base of a table lamp.

easily became the most colourful and interesting object in the
remember lying on the couch and looking up, captivated by
zing, vibrant colours and the exotic image of the peacock it
d.

lly Grandma left Willard Avenue and moved into an
ent on the Lakeshore in Port Credit, taking the vase with her.
never quite as impressive in her modern, bright apartment. In
ns, I had asked Grandma for the vase when she no longer
it. When I was 25 years old, Grandma died and the vase
o me. In time, I converted it from a lamp back into a simple
nd when doing so, saw that the lid had been shattered and
y repaired, probably by my grandfather. I saw this flaw as a
part of the vase's history, adding to its appeal and value for

e has been with me ever since, always on display in a place
minence wherever I have lived. It has witnessed decades of
ife, seen seasons, years pass by. As a person who puts a lot
e in things passed down, this has been one of my most
ed heirlooms. It glows today with the same brilliant colour I
ber as a child.

with a couple of small modifications, it has been repurposed,
eventually to be used as an urn. I feel somewhat selfish knowing
that it could be passed on to someone else to enjoy but, on balance,
I am content. Comforted in knowing that my ashes will be timelessly
held in something that has watched over me all of my life; a
multicolored peacock standing guard in a field of emerald green.
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